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In his infamous 1976 poetic manifesto Ed Sanders proclaims: “Poetry, to go forward, in my 
view, has to begin a voyage into the description of historical reality.” In the face of ongoing 
broad negligence across Western society to heavily prevalent injustices inflicted upon refugees at 
international borders Sanders’s call further fuels the necessary refusal to have poetry talk only to 
its own concerns. His demand that the news of the day be addressed in poems insists poets 
compile factual data relevant to their interests and/or the project(s) they envision writing about 
and that this data be subsequently dropped into poems bolstering and deepening the work. He 
does not advocate poetry be factual he merely demonstrates poetry is factual. And this of course 
comes without any loss in terms of form or content to its poetics, Sanders maintains that the 
writing sing, that unexpected leaps and twists of syntax be retained. It is a wondrously instructive 
call to action.  
 
Over forty years later, Asiya Wadud’s Syncope demonstrates the efficacy and brilliance of the 
process laid out by Sanders. With or without intentionally following Sanders’s directive, she 
achieves an impressive work of Investigative Poetry. Wadud’s poem “emerged from a 
conversation with Maryam Monalisa Gharavi” which led her to “The Left-to-Die Boat Forensic 
Oceanography” report posted on Forensic Architecture’s site1 regarding a tragic failure of basic 
humane maritime conduct in the Mediterranean Sea in the spring of 2011. 72 people setting off 
from the coast of Libya aboard an inflatable boat aiming for an Italian island were left adrift for 
14 days after running out of fuel without any attempts to rescue them until only 11 remained 
alive. This occurred despite the fact that “Survivors recount various points of contact with the 
external world during their ordeal, such as a military helicopter lowering a few packets of 
biscuits and bottles of water.” The reprehensible situation of this doomed vessel and those 
aboard form the backbone of Wadud’s poem.  
 
       there              were               38 maritime                vessels 
       they     were                 all ocular               if they chose to be 
 
On the dedicatory page Wadud identifies her poem as “a reckoning | a recitation | a dirge | an 
imprint” and on the immediate following pages gives three definitions—drawn from a New York 
Public Library podcast by Marsha Gessen—of her title “syn▪co▪pe /ˈsiNGkɘpē”: “temporary loss 
of consciousness caused by a fall in blood pressure”; “the omission of sounds or letters from 
within a word, e.g., when probably is pronounced ˈpräblē”; “in music, a change of rhythm and 
shift of accent when a normally weak beat is stressed.” It’s difficult perhaps from these 
definitions alone to at first understand the title choice. Yet once having read the poem through 
and coming upon Wadud’s note “on drift” in back of the book: “The slow, dragging indifference 
of ‘drift’ and ‘drift’ as personified, animated indifference permeate Syncope.” There’s something 
undeniably adrift about the definitions, a start-and-stop stumbling as this one word’s descriptive 
ability is broadly utilized, which validates her choice. 
 
     
  

 
1 This link is the latest available. The one Wadud provides in her book is no longer accurate.  

http://www.spuytenduyvil.net/investigative-poetry.html
https://uglyducklingpresse.org/publications/syncope/
https://forensic-architecture.org/investigation/the-left-to-die-boat


       we looked to the cormorants 
       tried to see how they survived 
       sought their information 
       as they were still alive 
 
       we were keen to transmute 
       cormorants, storm petrels — the smallest seabirds 
 
       the waterfowl came with their dirges 
       they were gentle in their language 
       count us now we’re 13 
 
       we then implore Saint Anthony of Padua 
       Patron Saint of Lost Things 
       Patron Saint of Sailors at Sea 
 
       God is my witness 
       he turned his back to us 
       every day in minor ways 
       every day the boat quaked 
 
For details regarding the time spent adrift Wadud relies upon Forensic Architecture’s reporting 
which draws most heavily upon testimony of survivor Dan Haile Gebre but also includes the 
stories of fellow survivors Abu Kurke Kebato, Elias Mohammed Kadi, Filmon Weldemichail 
Teklegergis, Bilal Yacoub Idris, and Mohammd Ahmed Ibrhaim. Along with their fellow 
survivors Kabbadi Asfao Dadi, Ghirma Halefom, and Mariam Moussa Jamal, her poem is far 
more theirs than hers.  
 
       a recrimination along the vestigial coast 
       a recrimination as we board the vessel 
       residual is just to say what is left of us 
 
       We began as 72 ascendants 
       by that I mean we were a collective many 
       each bound for greatness merely 
       in the fact that we were each still living 
 
Sanders notes that “Ezra Pound said, in effect, that historians should leave well-defined gaps in 
the text or in the presentation equal to the circumstances concerning which they have no 
knowledge: that is, their AREAS OF DARKNESS.” The poet doesn’t and cannot know every 
detail, but must be aware of what they do not know: “When you open a file, the first concern is 
to define the AREA OF DARKNESS.” Define and explore, identifying parameters and 
intentions: learn the territory the poem will be covering. Part of this activity is just keeping track 
of where the project takes you and what other material you come across that comes to bear upon 
the writing. Wadud’s supplementary “The Syncope Notebook” provides several pages of 
references to “the texts and talks of Syncope” annotating, in addition to Forensic Architecture’s 



report, her various other sources further empowering her readers with the means to dive into the 
subject material on their own terms. 
      
Referencing Pound’s early poem, “Ité”: 
 
       Go, my songs, seek your praise from the young and from the intolerant,  
       Move among the lovers of perfection alone.  
       Seek ever to stand in the hard Sophoclean light  
       And take you wounds from it gladly. 
 
Sanders instructs poets “to bring the Darkness the ‘hard Sophoclean Light.’” Turn on your 
readers by highlighting those unknowable gaps. Do not silently pass them over without 
comment. In a poem this is where the lyric moment shines. It is where Wadud bears down.      
 
       over time the sun bore 
       and pelted 
       remarked upon 
       our backs 
       our clothing rank 
       and sewage sacked 
       the miasma too unrelenting 
 
        the extremity of the 
        natural world 
        how unrelenting the 
        light 
        can be 
        how fissured the dark 
        how gaping 
        its own ecstatic force 
 
        O the raw circularity of time 
        the pretense of its linearity 
        but how we see through it 
        our Zodiac doubled back 
        to Tripoli 
 
While Sanders also asserts that: “Lines of lyric beauty descend from the data clusters.” 
Alongside Wadud’s “lyric beauty” there is the counter-weight of inhumanity at which the 
innocent suffer pervading her “data clusters.” 
 
       some said it was a tragedy 
       as if there were no fault to lay 
       I mean the faultless stars 
 
       the vessels — some we can name: 



       Méndez Núñez 
       Borsini 
 
       We are          Eritrean          Ethiopian        Nigerian 
                  Sudanese                             Ghanaian 
 
       all the things they confiscate: our water, our food, 
       our SIM cards, our jewelry 
 
       The Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre in Rome 
       sent calls 
                      every 4 hours 
                      for 10 days 
        the math a facsimile 
        of our need 
        maps our waning living  
        an unidentified helicopter 
        lowers 
        biscuits and water by rope 
        they photograph us on mobiles 
        and view us through binoculars 
 
        there is the Cypriot vessel 
        Italian 
        Tunisian fishing boats 
 
It’s easy to paint Sanders an idealist when he advises “Bards[…] ‘make reality,’ or, really, they 
‘make freedom’ or they create new modes of what we might term Eleutherarchy, or the dance of 
freedom.” That’s certainly a “dance” increasingly missing from the world stage these days. 
Wadud’s poem comes out swinging amid ongoing strife—at the time of this writing there are 
two boats, the Spanish NGO Proactiva Open Arms and the Alan Kurdi run by German NGO 
Sea-Eye with dozens of rescued people from Mediterranean waters aboard, denied entry to 
Italy’s territorial waters with their next destination now unclear. May some of Sanders’s idealism 
prove Wadud’s poem isn’t in vain. May poetry readers stand to and take notice, holding 
themselves to account. May all world leaders be held to account.   
     

       What is a border if not a referendum on the changing light? 
       A requisition — of the day to night? 


